
 

 

We sure do miss our Grizzly family! Not seeing y’all every day has been unBEARable. To 
celebrate the end of the year as a family, we have decided to join together amongst the 
different departments and assign one activity for the entire campus that can be 
customized based on your subject/class. So this week, your task is to help prepare a 
meal/dish for yourself and your family.  It could be a comfort food, a family favorite, 
something new, take-out food, or whatever’s in the pantry.  Your choice. 

Student requirements: 

1. Prepare the Grizzly Family meal and think about how the meal applies to all of your 
classes (see chart on the next page for the writing prompts). 

2. Take a picture of the meal (we highly encourage you/your family to be in the picture). 
3. Fill out google form  (link below) to submit your picture and your reflective writing 

pieces.  

  

In every department and every class, we will be assigning the same thing this week: to 
complete a Google Form with your reflections pertaining to each subject.  The form 
should take you roughly 30 minutes to complete (when you begin, it will say that it is 82 
pages but it reflects only 8 class periods as you move through it so it will skip based upon 
your schedule).  Many students have found that reading over the questions ahead of time 
and planning out their answers helps the process move more efficiently.  Therefore, we 
have listed each department and writing prompt on the next page, for your planning 
purposes. 

 

Please note:  You only need to complete this form 
one time!  
The link is the same in every class, so your teachers will see your responses regardless of which 
class' link you follow.   Click this link to complete your assignment for the week of May 18 – 22. 
https://forms.gle/jSQg2yA9Qer4duvd8 

https://forms.gle/jSQg2yA9Qer4duvd8


Reflective Writing Prompts for Your Grizzly Family Meal 

Please limit all responses to one paragraph or less. 

Department Introduction Writing Prompt 

Social 
Studies 

You’ve spent the year learning about different 
aspects of the world you live in: geography, 
world history, US history, psychology, 
sociology, Leadworthy (Teen Leadership), and 
personal financial literacy. 

How does your meal apply to 
the subject matter you learned 
this year? Please write a 
sentence or two and explain the 
relevance to your class subject 
matter this year.  

English 

English classes have emphasized reading, 
writing, and thinking about our experiences 
and background. Those items shape who we 
are and the unique perspective we offer to the 
world. 

Please write about why you 
chose this meal and its 
importance to you. 

Science 
Science is a part of nearly every aspect of our 
daily lives – especially in the preparation of the 
food we eat! 

Please share how science was 
involved in the preparation of 
your meal. 

Math 

A chef has a great deal in common with a 
mathematician. Chefs have to change the 
quantities of ingredients based on the number 
of servings needed. They may have to work 
out cooking times based on weight and also 
have to determine the cost of purchasing the 
needed ingredients for the meal.  

Please share how you have used 
Math in preparing this meal. 

LOTE 

Ethnic foods tend to reflect a family’s cultural 
roots. Often times, “comfort foods” in each 
culture are the cheapest and most readily 
available ingredients.  

List three ingredients of your 
meal in the target language and 
explain their cultural 
importance.  

PE & 
Athletics 

As an athlete, you have learned to use food as 
fuel for your body and the physiological 
demands your sport or movement requires. 

Please discuss the physiological 
effect of your meal on your 
body (good or bad).  

Fine Arts 

Spring time is the part of our year in which 
being together is vital. Through the COVID 
pandemic and experience, we have struggled 
to overcome these obstacles using our 
creativity to accomplish the most with what 
we have.  

Using your meal as inspiration, 
explain how we are better 
together than separate.  

CTE 

In Career and Technical Education we strive to 
develop the knowledge and skills to create a 
product that can be shared with the 
community or used to better our lives or 
livelihood.  

Please share how preparing this 
meal is an example of that 
overall accomplishment for you 
as a CTE student.  

 

Again, you will only submit the Google form ONE TIME.  
All teachers will be able to see your response for his/her class. 


